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Abstract 
Surface tension of water/nitrogen and water-phenol/nitrogen systems was successfully 
measured by the hanging drop method in a wide domain of temperature (from 100 to 
300°C) and pressure (from 4 to 30MPa), conditions little explored literature. Results show 
that surface tension of water-phenol mixtures decreases as phenol mass fraction increases. 
This decrease is observed under saturated and unsaturated conditions and is more 
pronounced at low temperatures and does not seem to depend on pressure. The effect of 
saturation on surface tension in the water/nitrogen system has been correlated with water 
vapor pressure by using experimental points with a great accuracy. For the water-
phenol/nitrogen system, experimental data obtained with different mass fraction of phenol 
were correlated using Macleod-Sugden equation for mixtures. 
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Introduction 
Multiphase gas-liquid-solid contactors are often used in chemical engineering processes. For 
instance, the gas phase can be dispersed into the liquid or suspension in the form of bubbles 
using a gas sparger generally placed at the bottom of a column. The so called “bubble 
column” can work in semi-batch mode (batch for liquid) or in continuous mode. This kind of 
reactor are generally used in chemical, biochemical, petroleum and metallurgical industries 
(oxidation, polymerisation, hydrogenation, gas conversion to produce fuels, fermentation, 
biological wastewater treatment ….). For instance, the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis is carried 
on bubble columns and is widely studied in the literature. 1,2,3,4 Several parameters influence 
the operating of bubble columns: gas-liquid system, pressure, temperature, gas and liquid 
superficial velocities, operating mode, design parameters and physical properties. 
5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14 The hydrodynamics of gas liquid contactor is not fully known and difficult to 
predict. Indeed, most of the studies only focus on two to four parameters and are 
depending on the system. Moreover, many data correlations exist for atmospheric and low 
pressure and temperature, but very few at high pressure and high temperature. 
1,15,16,8,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25 To better understand the behaviour of gas liquid systems at high 
pressure and temperature, it is first necessary to know the evolution of physical properties 
in these conditions. The effect of pressure, temperature and saturation on surface tension is 
investigated in this article. 
Surface tension values for water at high temperature up to the critical point, in balance with 
its vapor, are well known.26,27 However, few data are available in respect of pressure effect 
on surface tension of water/nitrogen and water/air mixtures. Yi-Ling et al. 28 have measured 
surface tension of water in the presence of various gases and liquids (N2, O2, n-hexane, n-
heptane, CH4) at pressures up to 100MPa and temperatures up to 200°C by the hanging 
drop method. This is the only available publication providing data for water behaviour at 
high pressures. The estimation of surface tension under high pressure and high temperature 
can be difficult because of the aqueous solutions behaving in a non-ideal way under 
pressure. Experimental values of these parameters are not available in the literature and 
must therefore be determined either by correlations or by direct measurements. In this 
study, surface tensions of water and water-phenol solutions were measured with nitrogen. 
Available scientific literature proposes several experimental methods for the measurement 
of surface tension: Wilhelmy's blade, Noüy's Lecomte ring, maximum drop pressure, 
capillary ascension or depression, rotating drop, hanging drop and drop weight. 29,30,31 
Noüy’s Ring and capillary ascension are known to be complex at high temperatures. The 
method of rotating drop cannot be run under pressure. The method of Wilhelmy's blade 
requires a very specific apparatus. The method of maximum drop pressure uses tables 
whose validity is not verified at high pressure. At high pressure and high temperature, the 
method commonly used is the hanging drop method.25,28,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,49. The 
sessile drop method is sometimes used.43 Considering pressure constraints, it seems easier 
to stabilize a drop at the end of a capillary, in an autoclave (hanging drop), than to settle a 
drop on a stainless-steel surface, in the case of sessile drop. Another advantage of the 
hanging drop method is its accuracy using Misak tables. It can also be used under saturated 
and unsaturated conditions, provided that the saturation is slower than the measurement 
time. Because of above comments, the hanging drop method is chosen for this study. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Surface tension calculation 
In 1806, Laplace established the relation between the pressure gradient on either side of 
any surface and the curvature of the interface. For drops or bubbles symmetrical regarding 
the vertical axis, the pressure difference Δρgh can be expressed by Laplace-Young equation 
(equation 1).32,33 
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ℛ	 et ℛ are the radii of curvature at a point at intersection of two orthogonal area of the 
surface. This equation indicates that knowledge of the radius of curvature and therefore of 
the shape of the drop or bubble is sufficient to determine the surface tension. The radii of 
curvature are difficult to determine: by expressing them according to the x and z 
coordinates of the profile, a differential equation presenting no simple analytical solution is 
obtained. However, a numerical solution of the Laplace-Young equation has been obtained 
by Bashforth and Adams.44 In the case of a hanging drop, presented in Figure 1, the 
Bashforth and Adams equation can be obtained by setting /sin		 = ℛ and introducing 
this term into the Laplace-Young equation. It is given by Eq. 2. 
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The formulation of Bashforth and Adams is equivalent to the Laplace's law. The resolution of 
Eq. 2 is done using the tables established by Bashforth and Adams,44 which provide the 
values of /ℛ*+,- by knowing ./ℛ*+,- and   (in the range 0.125 to 100). A fast resolution 
uses form factors F1 and F2 (Eq. 4) involving the characteristic diameters of the drop (Figure 
1).46 
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Surface tension can be expressed according to Eq. 5:  
 = 4&'05           (5) 
The F1 and F2 form factors can be calculated using the Fordham
47 or Stauffer48 tables linking 
1/F2 to F1. However, it is simpler to use the Misak equations
50 linking 1/F2 to F1 for different 
F1 intervals (Appendix 1). 
Water and nitrogen densities are provided by the NIST database.26 Under unsaturated 
conditions, water and nitrogen densities will be settled at operating process pressure and 
temperature. Under saturated conditions, the water is in equilibrium with its vapor phase 
(also given by NIST as a function of temperature). This vapor pressure will be settled equal 
to the partial pressure of water in the gas phase. The density of the gas phase is calculated 
by Eq. 6.  
6,*8(:, ;) = =1 − @A,BCDE(:, ;) + A*+(:, ;	A*+)    (6) 
Water density under saturated conditions will be chosen equal to the water density in 
equilibrium with its vapor at the considered temperature. In the case of aqueous solutions 
of phenol, the amount of phenol present in the gas phase will be neglected and the 
properties of the water will be taken for the liquid phase. This approximation is valid at low 
phenol content in water. 
Furthermore, the method of the hanging drop is not very precise for low (less than 0.345) or 
large (≈ 1051) Bond numbers for which the drop profile is close to a sphere.37,45,51,52 It is 
therefore necessary to work at intermediate conditions of Bond number. Saad et al.51 have 
shown that Bond number calculation according to the analysis of Padday and Pitt53 allows to 
correctly represent the results in terms of critical Bond number. The modified Bond number 
can be estimated by Eq. 7. 
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The term α, defined by Eq. 8, represents the capillary length. By developing a criterion based 
on drops volume, the authors showed that the Bond number range required to obtain a 
satisfactory accuracy varied between 10-2 and 3.51 In the systems studied, the difference in 
densities can vary between 400 and 1000kg.m-3 and the surface tension is likely to vary 
between 10 and 75mN.m-1. A capillary with an outer diameter of 1/16" (1.5mm) and an 
internal diameter of 1/64” (0.5mm) was chosen to obtain modified Bond numbers between 
0.096 and 0.2. This capillary is identical to the one used by Chiquet et al.37 
Experimental measurements 
The general layout of the installation is shown in Figure 2. The reactor is supplied with gas 
(N2) via a 20MPa pressurized gas cylinder supplied by AIR LIQUIDE (purity > 99%). The 
positive displacement pump supplied by TOP INDUSTRIE has a volume of 50cm3. The liquid 
circuit is connected to the capillary and the gas circuit is directly connected to the reactor. 
The reactor is a 316L stainless steel autoclave with an internal volume of 150cm3 made by 
TOP INDUSTRIE (38MPa, 400°C). It is equipped with a ceramic band heater and a double 
jacket in which circulates a cooling fluid. A thermocouple is inserted into the reactor core via 
an inlet at the bottom of the reactor. The capillary system consists of a ¼"(6.35mm) external 
diameter stainless steel tube into which the 1/8 in. (3.175mm) outer diameter capillary is 
immersed. Visualization of the drops is done thanks to two sapphire windows. Two Inconel 
rings between the windows and the reactor (Figure 3) seal the autoclave. Drops pictures 
were made in using a camera with a 19MPixel resolution and equipped with a 60mm macro 
lens with fixed focal length (f/2.8). Considering an uncertainty of two pixels for the 
measurement of a diameter, these are determined to ± 22μm. 
Experiments are performed according to the protocol described below. 
- The reactor and the pump circuit are purged with a nitrogen stream to remove any traces 
of water and/or phenol in the system (at ambient pressure and at 200°C). 
- A low nitrogen pressure (see calculation in Appendix 2) is loaded into the reactor. While 
increasing temperature during heating, the pressure in the reactor will increase until 
reaching the set point. 
- The circuit of the pump is then washed with the liquid. It is then injected into the capillary 
after pressurising the liquid circuit at the working pressure. 
- The liquid is pumped at a rate of 0.00025cm3.s-1 to slowly form a droplet at the end of the 
capillary. The pump is then shut down and the droplet is photographed. Five to twenty 
successive drops are then photographed. As the drops fall directly on the thermocouple, it 
can be considered that the drop is at the reactor setpoint temperature if it does not cause a 
change in the value read by the thermocouple. The evolution of the interfacial tension with 
the progressive saturation of the medium is evaluated by analysing the surface tension of 
the successive drops. It is possible to verify the hypothesis of unsaturation by comparing the 
surface tension values of the first drops obtained with those obtained under intermediate 
conditions and complete saturation. Direct visualization shows that the liquid layer formed 
at the bottom of the reactor gradually evaporates. During the saturation step the pressure 
increases in the reactor. The pressure is therefore regularly adjusted by the gas purge valve. 
The saturation point is reached when the first drop of liquid is formed at the sapphire wall. 
Once this point is reached, several drops are also measured. 
Measurements are carried out in a pressure range of 4 to 30MPa, and temperatures 
between 100 and 300°C. The mass fraction of phenol in the aqueous phase was tested 
between 0.02 and 0.08. This corresponds to phenol mass concentrations between 20 and 
80g.L-1, under ambient conditions of pressure and temperature. The uncertainty on 
temperature is about 0.1°C. The uncertainty of the surface tension can be evaluated by 
calculating the experimental standard deviation from several drops (between 3 and 16 
depending of the manipulation). Standard deviations obtained by these calculations vary 
from ± 0.48 to ± 2.21mN.m-1, leading to percentages of uncertainties between 0.9 and 6.3% 
with an average of 3.2%. Uncertainties do not depend on temperature, pressure, and 
saturation conditions. 
Results and discussion 
At first, to validate the experimental setup, results with water/nitrogen system are 
presented. 
Water/nitrogen system 
Two reproducibility tests in unsaturated conditions are presented in Table 1. Results 
indicate that the uncertainties on the average of the two tests are lower than those 
calculated from several drops during the same manipulation. The measurement is 
reproducible. 
The results obtained in the Water/Nitrogen system for all pressure and temperature 
conditions are shown in Figure 4 with saturation NIST data 26,27 and results of Yi-Ling et al.28 
Figure 4 shows that measurements under saturated conditions agree with NIST database 
values.26,27 The deviation with literature values vary between 0.4 and 7.2% with only 2 data 
having more than 4% of difference (10MPa-160°C and 30MPa-300°C). The experimental 
setup is then validated under saturated conditions. The NIST data does not take pressure 
into account. In the tests performed in this study, measurements under saturated 
conditions show that pressure has a little effect (data at 100°C and 0.1013 and 4MPa, 2% 
uncertainty on the average). This is the same for the measurements performed under 
unsaturated conditions. For instance, the data at 10 and 15MPa for a temperature of 160°C 
have only 2.5% difference. The data at 10, 15, 20 and 25MPa for a temperature of 220°C 
have a standard deviation of 0.22 or an uncertainty of 0.6%. It is then surprising to note that 
the results of Yi-Ling et al.28 show a significant pressure effect, especially at low 
temperatures below 200°C. They observe a decrease in surface tension as pressure 
increases. This could indeed be observed on our measurements comparing the results 
obtained at 160 and at 100°C for which the same trend is postponed. Assuming that the 
measurements of Yi-Ling et al.28 are performed under saturated and high-pressure 
conditions, their experiments are then in agreement with our measurements and with this 
trend. Figure A3 in Appendix 3 illustrates these results. This pressure effect on surface 
tension seems to present a plateau at the highest pressures. It is not observed significantly 
at temperatures of 200°C by Yi-Ling et al.28 
The effect of medium saturation is not negligible. Figure 5 represents the evolution of 
surface tension as a function of the number of drops analysed, for an experiment at 30MPa 
and 300°C. It shows that surface tension begins to decrease after about 5 to 6 drops 
analysed. The medium is considered unsaturated before this point. At 100°C, the difference 
between measurements under dry and saturated conditions is of the order of magnitude of 
the measurement uncertainty. However, this difference increases at 150°C and becomes 
significant at 220°C. It is possible to represent the difference between measurements in dry 
conditions and in unsaturated conditions as a function of temperature, using NIST data as a 
reference (Appendix 4 Figure A2). An uncertainty on vapor pressure of 0.025% is provided 
by NIST. The difference between values under dry conditions and saturated conditions 
increases with temperature according to a power law. Uncertainties about the measured 
difference are also represented. It is also noted that deviation from saturation is very similar 
to the increase of saturation vapor pressure of water. The effect of saturation can therefore 
be directly correlated from this parameter, assuming a linear law between saturation vapor 
pressure and saturation deviation and neglecting the effect of total pressure (Eq. 9). 
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The prediction is carried out with an average uncertainty of 2.4% with our 
experimental points, the highest differences being obtained at temperatures of 100 and 
160°C for which the possible effect of the pressure is not considered. Equation 9 can be 
used to calculate surface tension of systems operating under unsaturated conditions and for 
which no surface tension data are available. The experimental setup was validated by 
measurements on the water/nitrogen system. The measurements on water-
phenol/nitrogen system are presented below. 
Water-phenol/nitrogen system 
The results obtained in the water-phenol/nitrogen system are shown in Figure 6 for the 4 
phenol mass fractions (0/0.022/0.041/0.061/0.081). Figure 6 indicates that surface tension 
of water-phenol mixtures decreases as phenol mass fraction increases. This decrease is 
observed under saturated and unsaturated conditions and is more pronounced at low 
temperatures. It does not seem to depend on pressure. Thus, the maximum deviations 
between values for pure water and those for a phenol mass fraction of 0.081 under 
unsaturated conditions are higher at 100°C (38% decrease in surface tension) than at 300°C 
(12% decrease). The differences are substantially identical for trials performed at 220°C at 
10 and 20MPa (20 and 22% decrease respectively). In saturated conditions the same 
tendencies are observed but the relative decreases are smaller (for example: 4MPa - 100°C: 
36%, 10MPa - 220°C: 14%, 30MPa-300°C: 11%). The effect of pressure was only tested at 
220°C. The influence of pressure does not seem to depend on phenol mass fraction. It can 
be noted that, for mass fractions between 0.022 and 0.081, the difference between the 
values obtained at 10 and 20MPa decreases as phenol mass fraction increases under 
saturated and unsaturated conditions. However, the maximum difference is obtained for a 
phenol mass fraction of 0.022 (6%), under saturated and unsaturated conditions. the other 
differences being below 3%. This high difference at 0.022 is not concluding and can be due 
to partial saturation of the medium at the beginning of one of the test.  
Equation 9 was tested for the water/phenol system using the same constant ∁ and water 
saturation pressure. The adequacy between the results measured in dry conditions and 
those calculated by equation 9 from the measurements made under saturated conditions is 
correct (Appendix 5 Figure A3). Therefore, this simple equation makes possible to correctly 
represent the results of water-phenol/nitrogen system. It is useful to determine the surface 
tension of a liquid system under unsaturated conditions from the knowledge of a system 
under saturated conditions. A correlation for measurements under saturated conditions 
must therefore be proposed. The literature proposes four correlations for estimating 
surface tension of mixtures: Macleod and Sugden, Szyszkowski, Tamura and Suarez.54 For 
aqueous binary systems including water and an organic molecule, the Tamura and Suarez 
methods are generally recommended as they can predict non-linear trends in the influence 
of the molar fraction of organic compound in water (see Figure 6). However, not all data is 
known to use these methods. Szyszkowski's relation is valid under very dilute conditions54, 
which is not the case in this study. It is therefore possible to test only the validity of the 
Macleod-Sugden correlation for mixtures. This is in the form of Eq. 10 with the mixing rules 
proposed by Hugill and Van Welsenes.55 
,_ = =`;,_a,_ − `;6,_a6,_D∁       (10) 
The term [Pi,m] represents the Parachor of the liquid or the gaseous mixture. These numbers 
can be determined by Eqs. 11 to 13. 
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The term [Pi] represents the Parachor of compound i. assumed constant with temperature 
and pressure. The term dc  is a binary interaction parameter to be determined by fitting 
with experimental data. Note that the definition and calculation of Parachor assume that 
the surface tension is independent of the surrounding gas. The liquid is supposed to be in 
equilibrium with its vapor. To verify the Macleod-Sugden correlation for saturated 
experiments, the Parachor of water and phenol were estimated. The water Parachor was 
determined from surface tension and molar volume data from NIST. The calculation is 
presented in Appendix 6 (52.5). The phenol Parachor can be calculated by a group 
contribution method but a publication provides its value, calculated from measurements of 
surface tension up to 150°C (224.8).56 Their results show that the phenol Parachor varies 
with temperature and increases very slightly with increasing temperature. Under these 
conditions, the numerical value is chosen at an average value in the temperature range 
studied. The dew point composition of the water-phenol system should also be estimated. 
For this purpose, ProSim® software (France) is used for calculation. Thermodynamic model 
used is the Predictive Soave-Redlich-Kwong (PSRK) state equation with PSRK mixing rules 
and UNIFAC-PSRK model for estimating activity coefficients. The initial mass fraction of the 
mixture (0.022/0.041/0.061/0.081) is set as well as temperature. The software then 
calculates vapor pressure of the mixture and the molar compositions of water and phenol in 
the gas and liquid phases (Appendix 7). The model predicts an identical gas phase molar 
composition regardless of the temperature of the mixture. The vapor pressure of water-
phenol mixture is substantially identical to that of pure water. A slight increase (2% 
maximum difference/water, at 300°C, less than 1% at other temperatures) is observed when 
phenol mass fraction increases. It is however more convenient to use a correlation using the 
properties of water than the properties of the mixture, especially since measurement 
uncertainty does not justify such precision on vapor pressure. The molar fractions in the 
liquid and gas phase being low, the pure water densities are taken for the calculation. 
Predictions of the Macleod-Sugden equation for mixtures are shown in Figure 7. 
Predictions of the Macleod-Sugden correlation are mostly correct. The data at 4 and 20MPa 
are well predicted. Values at 25 and 30MPa are overestimated with differences between 7.5 
and 13%. The point obtained at 10MPa and an xw, Ph of 0.022 is the worst predicted. The 
average error obtained is 6% with an average difference of ± 1.6mN.m-1. This correlation, 
among the simplest to predict the surface tension, is hence validated. The interaction 
parameters and the exponent ∁ are given in Table 2. 
These coefficients are valid in with a phenol mass fraction in the range 0.02 to 0.08. Indeed, 
it has been tested to extrapolate the correlation up to xw, Ph = 0 but the prediction of 
equation 12 becomes mediocre. The value of 3.36 of the exponent agrees with the results of 
the literature for other systems.54 Finally, it should be noted that calculation for molar 
fractions in the liquid phase of less than 0.01 by Szyszkowski's correlation are less 
satisfactory than those of the Macleod-Sugden correlation. 
 
Conclusions 
Two sets of experimental data have been obtained during this work on the surface tension 
of water/nitrogen and water-phenol/nitrogen systems by using the hanging drop method. 
This is an important point as very few data are available in the studied domain of pressure 
(15 to 30MPa) and temperature (100 to 300°C). Experimental points obtained in the water / 
nitrogen system, in saturated and unsaturated conditions, are directly correlated to the 
saturation vapor pressure by a linear law, neglecting the effect of the total pressure, with an 
average uncertainty of 2.4%. The established correlation can be used to calculate the 
surface tension of systems operating under unsaturated conditions from saturated data 
(obtain in databases such as NIST). Tests on the water-phenol / nitrogen system show that 
the surface tension of the water-phenol mixture decreases as the phenol mass fraction 
increases. The correlation established for the effect of saturation on the water / nitrogen 
system is also valid for the water-phenol/nitrogen system. To correlate surface tension 
values under saturated conditions in the studied domain, the experimental values were 
subjected to the Macleod-Sugden correlation, with mixing rules integrating the calculation 
of Parachor. The proposed coefficients (interaction parameters of the Parachor, constant of 
the linear law between the surface tension and the saturation vapor pressure) makes it 
possible to estimate with a good precision the surface tension of the saturated mixtures 
Water-Phenol/Nitrogen in the fraction range phenol mass of 0.02 to 0.08. 
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Figure captions 
Figure 1. Representation of an axially symmetrical hanging drop and its characteristic 
dimensions.45 
Figure 2. Simplified diagram of the pilot used for the measurement of surface tension. 
Figure 3:. Sapphire flange allowing the visualization of the capillary and the formed drops. 
Figure 4. Results of surface tension measurements in Water/Nitrogen system. Continuous 
feature: NIST data at saturation.26,27 Δ: Measurements under unsaturated conditions. ◊: 
Measurements under saturated conditions. □: Results of Yi-Ling et al.28 
Figure 5. Influence of the progressive saturation of the medium. water/nitrogen system. 
Operating conditions: P = 30MPa-T = 300°C. 
Figure 6. Results of surface tension measurements on water-phenol / nitrogen system as a 
function of the phenol mass fraction. Δ with strokes: Measurements under unsaturated 
conditions. ◊: Measurements under saturated conditions. 
Figure 7. Comparison between experimental values at saturation and the prediction of Eq. 
12. 
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Figure 6. Results of surface tension measurements on water-phenol / nitrogen system as a 
function of the phenol mass fraction. Δ with strokes: Measurements under unsaturated 
conditions. ◊: Measurements under saturated conditions. 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 7. Comparison between experimental values at saturation and the prediction of Eq. 
12. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Operating conditions σL Test I 
-1
σL Test II 
-1
Standard deviation 
-1
Uncertainty 
4MPa – 240°C 34.1 ± 0.5 35.2 ± 0.7 0.7 2.2 
15MPa – 160°C 46.3 ± 1.5 46.9 ± 2.2 0.4 0.9 
 
Table 1. Results of rReproducibility Tests (Water/Nitrogen System) 
 
  
 
 
 
Parameter Value 
δ11 1.16 
δ22 80.49 
δ21 -1.95 
δ12 -1.95 
∁ 3.36 
 
Table 2. Interaction Parameters and Exponent of the Macleod-Sugden Equation. 1: Water. 2: 
Phenol 
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Figure 2: Simplified diagram of the pilot used for the measurement of surface tension.  
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Figure 3: Sapphire flange allowing the visualization of the capillary and the formed drops.  
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Figure 4: Results of surface tension measurements in Water/Nitrogen system. Continuous feature: NIST 
data at saturation.26,27 ∆: Measurements under unsaturated conditions. ◊: Measurements under saturated 
conditions. □: Results of Yi-Ling et al.28  
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Figure 5: Influence of the progressive saturation of the medium. water/nitrogen system. Operating 
conditions: P = 30MPa-T = 300°C.  
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Figure 6: Results of surface tension measurements on water-phenol / nitrogen system as a function of the 
phenol mass fraction. ∆ with strokes: Measurements under unsaturated conditions. ◊: Measurements under 
saturated conditions.  
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Figure 7: Comparison between experimental values at saturation and the prediction of equation 12  
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